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Captivating Euphoria
Keep your camera at the ready, as a million 
moments worth posting begin with your 
arrival on Aruba. The island’s rich history and 
diverse culture have created both food and 
art that practically ask to be recorded. And 
the natural wonders are no different, as jaw-
dropping sights lead to smiles from land to 
sea and back again. You’ll discover all this 
and more at a resort that’s walking distance 
to all of Aruba’s local hidden gems.

A Sea Of Contentment
Every day here is made up of charming 
anecdotes and accounts of exploits, forming 
a singular saga that you can make your own. 
Renaissance Aruba’s private island awaits, 
as do water sports and three glimmering 
pools. At the same time, Okeanos Spa and 
Renaissance Mall are the perfect preamble 
to dining and nightlife, which includes the 
thrill of our casinos from dusk until dawn.



Jubilation With A View
The light breaking through the curtains of your room offers a hint of the 
scenery that lies just on the other side. Whether you choose our adult-
exclusive Renaissance Marina Hotel or our one-bedroom Renaissance 
Ocean Suites, you’ll unearth the ultimate fusion of chic style and tropic 
vibes. With every comfort of home and all of Oranjestad as your backdrop, 
the picture is complete.

Secluded Enjoyment
If ever there was a place that deserved its own hashtag, it’s Renaissance 
Island. Aruba’s private beach is an oasis of unrivaled relaxation, with a 
picturesque backdrop to any island-inspired wedding, private cabanas 
and select areas reserved only for adults. You can sneak off to the soft 
sands of these shores via water taxi, where the occasional flamingo and 
iguana wander freely. Here, you’ll also find Papagayo Bar & Grill and our 
Mangrove Beach Bar, with classic bites that provide an easy break from 
the surf and sun.

Serenity For The Soul
Photogenic food and tales of great taste are all around you here. At L.G. 
Smith’s Steak & Chop House, you can cut into the best steaks in Aruba, while 
Aquarius serves up Caribbean cuisine in a casual setting. BLUE is a favorite 
spot to grab a drink any time of day, but at night is when it truly comes 
alive with hot DJs and a cool atmosphere. Experience classic Italian fare 
with an outdoor island view at FRESCO, or hit happy hour at Sole Bar. You 
can also court Lady Luck at Crystal Casino, or try your hand at Seaport 
Casino—the only waterfront gaming on the island. For the incurable 
shopaholic, there’s Renaissance Mall and an array of fashionable brands 
to bring your happiness full circle.

For reservations, contact your travel agent 
or call (US) 1-800-421-8188. 
Discover more at www.renaruba.com


